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resulting effort to "fuse" that 
which really does not bear fusion. 
I refer to his endeavor to include 
philosophical analysis in the broad 
spectrum of those philosop'hies 
from which Reconstructionism 
might borrow, or - perhaps more 
validly stated - Brameld believes 
that linguistic analysis may make 
a contribution to Reconstruction
ism. As one who deeply sympa
thizes with Brameld's philosophy, 
on this point 1 have to disagree 
with him. True, Wittgenstein, 
Ayer, et al. are major philo
sophers. True also with no lin
guis tic analysis, philosophy be
comes virtually impossible! But the 
run-of-the-mill analysts seem to 
have been searching for some kind 
of escape-hatch. They really do 
not want to face the problems 
which really do confront us - a 
goodly number of them are cop
outs. 

Brameld is no cop-out! As re
gards the deep conflicts of our 
culture in its various crises, and 
the chasms between our stated be
liefs and what we in the USA 
practice, Brameld is as cogent and 
as determined as ever. Yet more 
than ever, he wants to preserve 
that which is best in our social 
system, build upon it, and build 
in terms of constitutbnal pro
cesses. And consistent with his 
other writings, he wants the 
!!chools to contribute more signifi
cantly than they have in the pasto 

This review is really quite in
adequate. 1 have failed to touch 
upon Brameld's new treatment of 
Zen Buddhism, Existentialism, and 
Neo-Freudianism. There are some 
books which really cannot be "re
viewed" because they must be read 
in their entirety in order to do 
them justice. This is such a book. 
Brameld has again brought us face 
to face with what are literally the 
world-shaking issues of our day. In 
posing problems and suggesting 
possible ways out of our manifold 
dilemmas, ,he has shown that he 
is the single, most important 
philosopher of education on the con
temporary American scene. 

William H. Fisher 
University of Montana 

Betty Boyd. 
THINKING ABOUT INQUIRY. 
Toronto: 
McGraw-HiII Ryerson, 1972. 
113 pp. $4.50. 

Thinking About lnquiry is an apt 
title for this paperback. It is just 
that! Originally written for the 
student, it explains at an element
ary level the processes involved in 
the inquiry method. 

The book is divided into two 
parts: Part l, "Introduction to In
quiry, a Learning Activity" and 
Part II, "Guidelines for the Inves
tigation." 1 parlicularly liked Part 
l, in which the author traces the 
pathways used by three students to 
solve a problem. The three investi
gations illustrate that there are 
many pathways to take in finding 
answers to a question and that the 
answers obtained may be different, 
yet still correct. The topic investi
gated, "Food Habits," has much 
relevance in today's North Amer
ican society and makes for inter
esting, informative reading. The 
stage is weIl set to develop an 
awareness of the inquiry process. 

The author's stated concern in 
Part II is "to assist the reader in 
becoming a more effective learn
er." (p. 42) Considerable use is 
made of the processes of science 
inherent in the inquiry method. Ac
tivities such as defining a problem, 
observation, recording and organiz
ing data, interpretation, forming 
and testing hypotheses, drawing 
conclusions, are clarified. Ideas 
formulated from each operation 
evolve into guidelines (59 in all) 
"to help the student guide or direct 
his own inquiry." (p. 42) 

In selling a product it is most im
portant that the producer under
stand the needs of the consumer. 
By addressing her book to a 
much wider audience that the stu
dent, Betty Boyd creates a dilemma 
for the reviewer. This book should 
stimulate an awareness of what is 
involved in inquiry for the student 
and neophyte inquirer or educa.tor. 
The experienced professional edu
cator will find little to whet his 
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appetite and may in fact be 
"turned off" by repetition. For 
example on p.IS, Cathy! pathway 
of investigation ia outlined, graph
ically illustrated on 70% of p.14, 
and summarized on p.I:5 with little 
variation in the wording; while on 
pp.SO-Sl, Figure S.2 directions for 
(b) and (c) have been incorrectly 
plaeed and may cause some confu
sion. The teacher who is exper
ienced in using the inquiry method 
may find the author's definitions 
of terminology somewhat out of 
line with his/her own usage and 
the mature inquiry-oriented teach
er will be looking for greater depth 
and understanding of the method 
than is present in this book. 

Boyd's final topie, "There Is No 
End," reminded this reviewer of 
an experience he suffered during a 
conference in 1970. During my pre
sentation on inquiry, 1 traeed the 
use of this method back to the time 
of Christ. The shortcomings of my 
research were immediately chal
lenged by a nun who considered 
that, in aIl probability, the origi
nal inquiry occurred in the Garden 
of Eden. Betty Boyd's approach is 
mueh more pragmatic. 

W. E. SeMles 
McGill University 

S. J. Shamsie, M.D., ed. 
YOUTH: PROBLEMS AND 
APPROACHES. 
Toronto: 
The Macmillan Company, 
1973. 384 pp. $8.75. 

This is an irritating book. It at
tempts too much and delivers too 
little. N onetheless, there are three 
unique and original chapters; in
terviews with Margaret Mead, 
Irene Josselyn, and Maxwell Jones. 
They introduce the three sections 
into which the book is divided: 
Mead on socio-cultural and develop
mental topics, J osselyn on clinical 
and treatment subjects and Jones 
on society. 1 like the interview 
format and find these chapters a 
pleasure. They reveal these inter
national figures as helpful persons 
who think clearly and talk pre
cisely. Mead, J osslyn and Jones are 
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forthright about their value sys
tems and the importance of shar
ing them with young people. Jos
selyn is particularly good and de
scribes what she does, what she 
says and why. 

A fourth chapter, that by 
Holmes, is rewarding for its style 
and humor, as weIl as its content. 
How refreshing to read a technical 
article which refers to man's 
sexual preoccupation as concern 
about his "peerless, priapistie, 
penile prowess." Contra st this with 
the difficult style in Offer and 
Offer's chapter: "The continuities 
of individual patterns of develop
ment and the qualities demarcating 
a relative stabiIity of functioning 
within adolescence have already 
been discredited by the initial 
characterization." This occurs in 
their opening paragraph. 

The rest of the book is no better 
and no worse than many other col
lections. Eight of the twelve au
th ors are doctors and aIl of these 
are psychiatrists. There are no 
teachers, ministers, recreation 
workers, athletic coaches, police
men or young people themselves in 
the list of authors. Sorne subjects 
and certain points of view are over
represented and most of the au
thors have published similar ma
terial elsewhere. Sometimes a new 
arrangement of previously pub
lished works provides a new per
spective. This one doesn't. 

EdwMd D. Levinson, M.D. 
Clinical Director 

J ewish General Hospital 
Montreal 

Claude E. Buxton. 
ADOLESCENTS IN SCHOOl. 
Montreal: 
McGiII-Queen's, 1973. 
180 pp. $7.95. 

Anyone who takes comfort in be
lieving that practical educational 
reform has occurred in schools in 
recent years would he shocked at 
the results of C. Buxton's study. 
Not heing content with existing 
theories, Mr. Buxton attempts to 
view the school system llhrough an 
adolescent's eyes. His primary con
cern is whether the school, as a 




